
Political/Personal Statement using Mixed Media Project 
Photo 2 
  

Objective: To create an artwork that expresses a political or personal statement using 

mixed media (not Photoshop) 

Featured Artist: Barbara Kruger 

Mixed Media/Image Transfers are a great way to layer your images and use other media 

to create more depth and meaning in an artwork. 

Gather Ideas below-  

Questions to think about: What are you passionate about?/what have you been 

pondering?/ what is happening in the world around you and how has that impacted 

you/your family?/ With Graduation looming- are you ready to go out into the real 

world? Really? 

Idea #1 _____________________________________ 

How might I portray this idea with images/text? 

_____________________________________________ 

What media besides Photography will I use/try? 

__________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

What surface will I create my piece on? (wood/canvas/watercolor paper/ cardboard, 

etc?) ________________________________________________________ 

 

Idea #2_____________________________________ 

How might I portray this idea with images/text? 

_____________________________________________ 

What media besides Photography will I use/try? 

__________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

What surface will I create my piece on? (wood/canvas/watercolor paper/ cardboard, 

etc?) ________________________________________________________ 

 

        Total ____/ 20 pts 



Image Transfers 

Step 1: Prepare your images.  For most transfers, you will have to be reversed for it 

to turn out the “right” way. Open the image in Adobe Photoshop.  

Create your adjustments/ filters/ etc. You may want to create images that look like 

photocopies or stylized images for layering.  You may do this by going to FILTER-

FILTER GALLERY- STYLIZE (try these filters first) 

To reverse your image, go to IMAGE-IMAGE ROTATION- FLIP HORIZONTAL.   

Step 2: Prep your materials. Choose the material you will be transferring to. Ex: 

Wood/ cardboard/canvas/ illustration board. Do you need to paint the background 

first? Add other media before your image? 

Send to me to print on the color printer.  

Step 3: Choose how you will transfer your images/text. 

 Citrisolve (produces a washed effect) 

- Cut down the print to fit the piece of material that you want to work with, flip the 

image upside down, then tape the edges with masking tape. 

- Burnish Apply some Citrisolve to a paper towel and burnish/rub the back of your 
piece like crazy. If you have an old spoon available, that works as an excellent 
burnishing tool. 
 
- Check it. Gently peel back the paper and tape from the transfer surface, check to 
see if the image has transferred.  If it seems a little light, you can tape it back down, 
and repeat step 3. You will know you have sufficiently burnished the back of your 
piece when the paper becomes translucent. 

 Gel Medium/Modge Podge- (will transfer most of the image exactly but may produce an 

antique feel) 

-Apply the gel medium/modge podge to the surface you are transferring to 

- Flip the image upside down on top right away and then BURNISH with a spoon. 

-Let it dry overnight 

Using a wet sponge, begin to gently rub off the paper. The image should remain 

intact, but some parts may rub off as well.   

 

Step 4: Repeat any of the earlier steps or add other media on top 

(pen/ink/paint) or add more text as well until your piece is finished 

 

 

 


